The American Peasant Party (APP)

2012 Presidential Campaign Announcement
August 31, 2011

This would have been the start of my message if the full announcement could have been presented on the air. Instead due to time constraints I made my initial remarks announcing my 2012 Campaign for President and took listener questions. For the record, I wanted to note Jeff Crouere, RINGSIDE POLITICS on WGSO 990AM in New Orleans, Louisiana for kindly granting me the spot to make my 2012 Presidential Campaign announcement to thousands of his listeners, Live on air!!!

Introduction

Good morning to everyone out there.

First of all, thanks to Jeff Crouere, for another opportunity to be on his program. The last visit was to talk about my non-fiction political book, The Second Coming of Common Sense (CS2).

The collection of 27 publicly acceptable problems solutions I call An American Agenda in that book are the foundation of what of what I will be presenting today. And just to confirm I am not here to sell you something, please have a pen and paper handy and I will let you know how to download a free copy of that 718-page book.

It must be decades since radio has been utilized to announce a Presidential campaign, but I wanted to reach the people of New Orleans and Jeff’s program gets the job done.

That said let me get right to the point because We have many important things to cover.

\[ \text{o o o o} \]

“It is time for We the People to start taking certain critical matters into our Own Hands. Then our leaders will follow us.”

AJW

Introduction

Good day to you my fellow American citizens.

My name is A J Wildman and I am here to announce to that I am an official Independent candidate for the Office of President of the United States. And to that I will personally add an Amen…

Today I will briefly introduce my business background and our new Independent political party.

Then, unlike any other candidate I address the single biggest problem our nation faces and that the entire Congress and the White House are publicly ignoring and simply allowing it to become worse.

After that We will actually begin reviewing how to prepare for that financial event that will lead us into our Second Great Depression in a deliberate manner to protect the Common Good of our citizens.
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This is not flowery campaign announcement full of patriotic clichés. If I was not patriotic or worried about our 305 million citizens I would not be talking with you right now. Rather this is the first public meeting and work session of our 2012 campaign for America and Americans.

Now Regarding My Background

My professional background is 34-years in the Information Technology industry in Washington, DC supporting both corporate and federal agency clients. While I have designed computer systems and managed many projects, overall I am a business systems analyst meaning I solved my client’s business problems large and small. And in this situation our citizens are my only client and our Common Good is to be served.

I built my consulting resume taking over projects that were trouble and fixing them, and taking on project that others were afraid to even touch and getting the job done. My specialty was bringing order to chaotic project situations and that expertise is what our nation desperately needs in the White House.

For my bio, I was born in Washington, DC, grew up in Baltimore County, Maryland, spent most of my adulthood in northern Virginia, and have lived in New Orleans and Metairie the last 2 ½ years.

I voluntarily left the IT business in December 2002 to see what I could do to help solve the nation’s many problems. I understood even then what was coming economically and saw no one doing anything about it.

Since then I have completed two (2) books and actually conducted an official yet amateur Presidential campaign in 2003 and 2004 that taught me a volumes about the process.

I began the second book CS2 in July 2005 in response to Bush II’s re-election and completed it in February 2008. It is my analysis of what is wrong with America and how we can actually fix our problems. What a concept!

Please remember I am an Independent and will tear into both parties as they both deserve it and Bush II certainly does.

I knew the continued economic damage that Bush II’s second term would allow Big business to do, unfortunately it turned out far worse than I expected. We are now living in that aftermath, but the worst is yet to come.

Two (2) things happened this past August 2\textsuperscript{nd}.

First, the US Senate cast their final vote in the politically drawn out Debt Ceiling circus, to me marking the end of the 2-Party system in America. Both parties in both houses of Congress publicly demonstrated that they have become the legislative prostitutes serving only the needs and desires of big industry campaign donors.

The second thing was that I founded the Independent American Peasant Party.
Now 29 days later, I am now ready to run for the President and to win for the Common Good of my fellow Americans. I only need to find and connect with some 65 million frustrated and angry citizens to get elected! And with the on-going one (1) dollar per gallon gasoline tax imposed on over 150 million voters by Wall Street and allowed by Congress that may not be too difficult a thing to do! What do you think?

President Obama although he has been inspirational and really has done some good things is burdened with a functionally unworkable relationship with the Congress especially the Tea Party Republicans which is just a pretty name for the extreme right wing of that party.

The current hoard of Republicans candidates are weak, most are not general election quality, and the far right of the party does not like their best two (2) candidates Romney or Huntsman simply because they are Mormons.

Today, We are living under a corporate monarchy of the US Congress. Lobbyists are blatantly running both Parties in both houses of Congress and lately the White House has been acting pretty much the same.

The fact is to solve our mounting problems We mustElectorally rid ourselves of at least the 468 members of Congress up for re-election again in November 2012. More on that in a few minutes.

**Regarding the American Peasant Party**

Even more than the country needs viable Third political what we require is at least one party that actually works and works for the Common Good of our citizens before any industry lobbyists.

The book CS2 has 5 parts and the fifth is entitled, *We the People – Will Decide Our Nation’s Future*. It dissects the dysfunctional US Congress, and reviews why voting them all out in one election is not to be feared. Approval rating of 14% equals a disapproval rating of 86%.

As stated earlier this month I founded the *American Peasant Party*. I have found that folks usually pause when first hearing that name, but then say something like – that pretty well sums up the way they make me feel so the name works. Remember most revolutions are initiated by the Masses, the peasants that those in charge abuse and/or neglect. Just look at the Middle East right now.

Frankly, most third parties simply fail or are ineffective because they only have one or two issues they are really excited about, but not enough to earn the public’s support in a general election.

The AP Party enters the political arena with a viable collection of problem solutions designed to be acceptable to at least 60% of our citizens. The social and economic reform concepts and 27 solution proposals are documented in the book CS2 and with full public access. And I have had 3 ½ years since then to develop more proposals and believe me I have!

This is to be a true grassroots revolution and I am ready to lead it.
Now About that Critical Economic Issue

Now let us review the smoking gun issue that both parties in Congress, the White House, and Wall Street in particular do not want us to be aware of.

To me crisis leadership in business or government means aggressively facing the client’s critical problems, quickly developing a practical solution, and implementing it – adjusting any existing plans to first respond to the crisis.

That is exactly what happened to me 3 weeks ago when a friend with solid financial and stock market wisdom sent me a video link that altered my approach to presenting the AP Party platform. I trust the person that provided the video to me, but since have had it blessed by others that I know.

http://tinyurl.com/44pmp7m ← Try the video link!!

It gave me grim knowledge of our nation’s certain economic future that could not be denied. Knowledge of the future gives public leadership “the opportunity” to prepare their nation and ease the potential pain the future holds in store – that is if they are so motivated.

This Blog site contains complete book image copy of CS2 in PDF format for FREE to click-and-save right to your computer.

The complete text of this announcement was posted last night on the AP Party Blog named, OURIAPP.typepad.com. It stands for Our Independent American Peasant Party. If you are driving just remember to type OURIAPP or A J Wildman into Google and hit enter.

The text contains the active link to the subject 90-minute video and a few other informative documents on Commodity Market manipulation by Wall Street. For the sake of your own family please review them and decide for yourself.

Millions of people, most with money to invest or hide have watched this video already. This could be the first time it is being so distributed to the general public and I am proud to do it!

The financial services company owner that produced the May 2011 video did a fine analytical job of describing the fragile financial condition of our economy, what the deteriorating status of the US Dollar around the world will soon enough cost us, and where things are surely headed unless a financial miracle happens. Do not hold your breath for that. Most disturbing is the severe social and economic harm it will bring down on our people and our day-to-day way of life.

I cannot go into the details here because it would take too long. However, an economic Crash is coming too soon at our current rate of decline and it will alter life in America for years to come. Some of the most troubling results of the Crash will be:

- The value of the dollar will collapse!
- High inflation will follow and everything will rapidly become more expensive.
- The price of food is already climbing this year only due to Commodity Market manipulation. After the Crash a 3-dollar loaf of bread could easily exceed $15. Consider just that one item for a moment.
- All types of loans will harder to get.
- Interest rates on mortgages and other loans will go up.
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- Real Estate prices will collapse as a result of high interest rates.
- Peoples savings will vanish.
- Un-Employment will go up.
- And sadly that is not all...

My fellow Americans I have nothing to gain by scaring people with such harsh news, but this is as real as a heart attack folks.

Now to talk about the AP Party platform, citizen-oriented legislative reform, and our coming 2012 Electoral Revolution.

With Greater Awareness of the Dollar Crisis

As I mentioned earlier my recent awareness of the looming US Dollar Crisis and our pending Second Great Depression altered the approach to implementing proposals contained in An American Agenda and the proposals I have considered over the last 3 ½ years.

Before that economic revelation the solutions were aimed at reforming and improving our National System – *the way America really works on a day-to-day basis*. And the rationale for the solutions was correcting or replacing ineffective programs and policies, and/or implementing new programs or systems to improve how the National System works for our citizens. Thus, producing solid benefits for our people, society, and nation.

However, with the pending economic Crash and social upheaval it will cause An American Agenda is actually even more relevant and will be far easier for people to see the prudence of its implementation. Basically, the worse things get the more the programs will help our citizens, economy, and nation as a whole to transition the difficult years ahead – and it will take years.

Therefore, the new focus of these solutions is to help prepare for that Crisis as time may permit us and/or to restructure our society and economy. Seems to be a bold statement, but that is what An American Agenda is all about. Making America a better place for our people to live and enjoy their lives.

Thus, our first priority must be implementation of citizen oriented solutions to re-build our National System and our society. It is the year 2011 and the time has arrived for *The Second Coming of Common Sense*. Again, amen!
The “Do It Now, Or Do It Later” Message

It must be anticipated that given our pending Crisis our citizens will find many of the American Agenda proposals highly desirable and will not be tolerant with Congress ignoring or delaying their implementation until 2013! See Blog posting on August 23rd called, “Do It Now, Or Do It Later” Legislative Solutions.

Several of these proposals could be legislated, implemented, and in work before the November 2012 Election.

If the Electorate rises up and challenges Congress to “Do It Now” we will benefit in the near term and it will help our nation’s rebuilding effort.

If the members of Congress do their normal “nothing” they will be warned that We will have the newly elected members of Congress (their replacements) to “Do It Later” after the 2012 Election. The incumbents will not like this methodology one bit. And I bet they will grudgingly take action on the proposals. And We will have them.

Be assured that as voters become familiar with the platform details and begin asking the current politicians about their position of our proposals, I will be promoting the AP Party “Do It Now or Do It Later” campaign message.

The AP Party 2011/2012 Platform

Here are examples of the AP Party platform solutions. Please remember this is real Independent politics and actual problem solving so it may sound a bit strange at first!

First Job Creation

Proposal 18 – Recycling as a Major Industry

Creating major Recycling facilities in all 435 US Districts and DC. There are on average 660,000 citizens in each USD and we are barely scratching the surface of what we could do Japan would be our model to follow. This is a no brainer and will create various types of real jobs in collection, sorting, and processing into materials we can then begin manufacturing products that are now made outside the country.

Proposal 19 – The Hemp Industry – The Truth for a Change

We’ll have THC the active substance in cannabis moved from the DEA Drug Schedule 1, alongside of Opium and LSD to a least dangerous Schedule 5.

Then US farmers will finally be able the grow HEMP. It is easy to grow being a natural weed and we can make odd things from it like cloth, paper, lamp oil, heating oil, diesel fuel and plastics. The first 4 or 5 of those things made Thomas Jefferson smuggle it into the colonies and he and his buddy George grew it in great amount. The Plain Truth.
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**Proposal 20 – Domestic Cannabis Industry**

We will finally tell the Pharmaceutical and Alcohol Industry along with the International Drug Barons to stuff it and fully decriminalize and legalize cannabis in America. It will be a small business run industry and the Tobacco and Pharmaceutical industries will not be involved. It will create farming, packaging, and distribution jobs. It will decrease related law enforcement involvement freeing them up for more important crime fighting.

This compliments Proposal 8 – National Drug Reform.

**Proposals to Create Benefits or Eliminate Wasteful Programs**

- Implementing a Federal 90-day Death Penalty rule to be used in cases of premeditated murder, rape, and pedophilia. To be utilized in the many cases of Obvious Guilt. This has over 80% approval.

  We like almost every nation in the world, including cleric-ruled Iran, will legalize prostitution!

- We will create a “Citizen Path to Homeownership” for our people. No more a Dream, but a retained earnings – citizen Right.

- World over-population and deporting people back to their own country.

- A National ID System like every other civilized and most under-developed nations have had for years.

- The full legalization and decriminalization of Cannabis that will be organized as small businesses only, the Tobacco and Pharmaceutical industries need not apply.
  
  We can end hard drug use if decide to do it. I have a separate 130-page plan do accomplish just that, the National Drug Reform (NDR) proposal.

- English will be the nation’s official and only taxpayer supportive language.

- Restructuring the Medical Insurance industry and creating coverage for all citizens.

- Removing Oil from the Commodity Market at least for the primary contracts between suppliers and nations. And there is more to that.

- I have a Re-Employment system that will allow us to sort out our population, get people schooled and trained and ready for work in their USD.

- I have a proven program that will correct many of the learning problems that well over 40% of our population has. Parent will demand it.

- Parents will help me put the Paloti exercise program in all public and parochial schools. Our children will complete high school and be in good physical condition.

- We will close all Super Max prisons and bring Justice to the courts, not just the Law.
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Something for everybody sort of love and hate a bit, but times are going to get harder and our society must have common rules, expectations, and benefits to live thru it and protect our citizens.

And We Can Do it Now!
My Campaign Approach

My Presidential campaign is conducted for America and Americans. The heading of the Party’s blog reads,

“Building our politically homeless citizens and Independent home. The AP Party is dedicated to protecting and promoting the Common Good of the Citizens of the United States of America”

I am committed to our citizen’s well-being that is long under attack by people in powerful places and private industries that control legislation in the US Congress and lately it is looking like the White House, as well. Gasoline and other vital commodity prices have been manipulated up the last few years for no reason, but greed and no one is even talking about it – the Press included. Shame on them.

To be clear our national priorities are citizens first, legal visitors are a practical second, and millions of Illegal Occupants or IOs will be finding out that there few third places at the table.

I come before you with a viable collection workable and publicly acceptable SOLUTIONS for many of our nation’s problems. Granted that is a bold statement, but it is detailed in writing with FREE public access on the Party’s Blog site, OurIAPP.typepad.com.

Regarding AP Party Chapters

Starting right here in New Orleans/Metairie where I have lived the last 2½ years we will begin building 435 Chapters across America -- one (1) for each one the 435 US Districts (USD) in the House of Representatives.

As the volunteers become more informed on the platform we will work to identify one (1) person out of an average of 660,000 citizens in each of the 435 USDs to support the AP Party platform and run against the incumbent in 2012. We will also identify 33 Senatorial candidates to oppose the 33 Senators up for re-election next year – the basic goal of replacing 468 of 535 (87%) members of Congress on one glorious day.

That is an Electoral Revolution my fellow Americans. And we could do it one better, yet!

Further, as detailed on our Blog site, the USD Chapters of the Party will consider a Recall drive against the other 67 Senators not up for re-election next year. Thus, We could force the entire Congress to stand for re-election next year. What a concept. It would scare them to death.

And yes there is adequate time to do this since the candidates do not need to be selected until February or March of next year and not formally registered until June! Do not let the Dems or Repubs tell you otherwise.

Those real electoral possibilities could really interest, if not excite many of the 150 million voters to take a look at the American Peasant Party’s, citizen-oriented platform and help us to make it happen.

This is All Under Our Direct Control!!!
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My Closing Thoughts

Admittedly, this is a very quiet start-up, but it should take weeks not months for this underdog political party to attract the People’s attention and break the news barrier.

There is adequate time in this political cycle for such an Independent movement to succeed. There is too great a need for real solutions. As the positive word spreads of a real political option – frustrated and concerned Americans will be drawn to this sincere message and the publicly acceptable problem “solutions” that the American Peasant Party’s political platform offers.

Besides my efforts starting in New Orleans, I need your help to spread our good political message. Thus, over the months literally tens of millions of Americans will hear about the AP Party and our solution based platform, and then find their way here.

This is a quiet beginning, a very personal milestone, and now silent shot in the name of American Democracy and the daily welfare of your family and mine. That is after all, what is at stake here.

Right now the basic needs Masses and the nation are being destroyed by the selfish wants of the Few. And that can and will no longer be tolerated!

We have much to do my fellow American citizens. We can do these things and much more with a citizen oriented platform, with the right people in the White House, as well as in the Halls of the US Congress.

We will accomplish these good things
for those we love and otherwise care about,
and for the other 305,000,000 of our fellow citizens
that We will never, ever meet…

I hope to see you on the campaign trail.

May God continue to bless you, your family, and the United States of America.